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The growth of semantic web has led to the development of multiple ontologies in a single domain giving rise
to the heterogeneity problem. For effective utilization of these ontologies, ontology matching, a technique
which helps to determine correspondences among the concepts in the ontologies was evolved. The constant
growth in number and size of ontologies used in the semantic web enhances the need for search space
optimization. This can be handled by prioritizing the concepts that are to be considered for matching.
The existing approaches perform concept prioritization by determining concept importance, determining
anchors and so on. In this paper a novel method for concept prioritization is being dealt. Initially, the
concepts are being classified into four novel concept types which focus on the structural, semantic properties
and attributes, the concepts possess. The concept importance determination is done for the type classified
concepts using the proposed concept type classified concept importance metric which considers inter and
intra ontology concept importance. Ontology matching determine correspondences based on similarities
among concepts. The computation of similarities using a single matcher may not always identify all possible
matches and hence several similarity matchers are employed. The similarity matchers that are used for
matching in the this approach are chosen by comparing several string, linguistic and structural matchers
and the best among them are determined by comparing the determined similarities with human judgments.
The proposed system is evaluated using the OAEI data sets. The results obtained are compared with the
existing approaches and a significant increase in the number of significant concepts retrieved and an increase
in correlation co-efficient was observed for the obtained similarity matchers thus increasing the accuracy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

spondences among the components of the entities involved among these ontologies. Ontology matching has several problems which
include search space optimization, increase in
computational complexity, selection of similarity matchers for determining correspondences,
uncertainty that arise due to the aggregation
of similarity values etc., .

Ontologies are widely being used to enrich
the semantics of the web. Ontology is defined as ”a formal, explicit specification of a
shared conceptualization” [1]. Ontologies incorporate a collection of discrete entities such
as classes, properties, individuals etc., The usage of ontologies in the task of information
retrieval apart from world wide web has led
to the development of various ontologies for a
single domain leading to the problem of heterogeneity. This is because of the different
perspectives of various designers in modelling
ontology. Ontology matching aims to handle
the problem of heterogeneity by finding corre-

Search space optimization has been a long handled issue in ontology matching. Several works
like using anchors for refining the search space,
partitioning ontologies to determine the matching candidates, selection of candidate matches
based on various criteria, determination of importance among concepts to identify the con1
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tance other than the inter ontology concept importance. This approach yields 15% increase
in the number of significant concepts retrieved
when compared to the existing system. The
usage of the best similarity matches further
increases the accuracy of the results obtained
and thus enhancing the performance of the proposed system. The problem of uncertainty is to
be handled in future.
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